
 

 

Simplifying Payroll with Effective Dated Pays 
Munis – Human Capital Management - Payroll 
 

CLASS DESCRIPTION 
Effective Dated pay records are here! In this session, we will compare how pay records were entered in 
earlier versions of Munis and how Effective Dated records make the process easier. Topics include 
processing upcoming pay changes, retro pay calculation, and access to pay history records. 

 

SESSION OVERVIEW 

To provide a better understanding of how to use Effective Dated functionality to reduce manual 
processing, while providing easier access to pay history information. 
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PREREQUISITES 

For this course it is recommended that you have experience maintaining Employee Job/ Salary records 
and processing Payroll. 

What are Effective Dated Pays? 

In order to explain how Effective Dated pays work, it’s important to know how pays were handled prior 
to these changes. In all versions of Munis pre-2018.1, employees were only able to have one base pay 
record per Job Class in Employee Job/Salary. That single pay record would only show the current Effective 
Date and pay rate, without any information on pay history or changes to come.  

Changes to Employee Job/Salary records before 2018.1 were handled in two ways. For an employee who 
was not switching Job Class or Pay Type, any adjustments were handled by using the update option in 
Employee Job/Salary. This would override the information that was there previously, and changes could 
only be tracked by reviewing the Audit for the record or reviewing Personnel Action History. These 
changes included Pay Rate, GL Account and Scheduled Hours/Day/Period changes. 

If an employee was leaving a job to either move to a new job or because they were ending their time 
with the company, the original record would be updated to have an end date and may have the pay 
status changed to Inactive. If the employee was moving to a new Job, a new record would be added at 
that point. 
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Starting with 2018.1 the Effective Date was added as a key piece of Employee Job/Salary. This allows that 
same program to now hold not only current records, but history as well as future dated changes. 

  

Add, Update or Duplicate? 

With the introduction of effective dated pays now is a good time to review when to Add, Update or 
Duplicate an Employee Job Salary record.  

When to Add a new record 

• If an employee is changing Jobs 

• When adding a second job to an employee 

• If the Pay code is changing (for example hourly to salary) 

When to Update a pay record 

• If information was entered incorrectly (and retro is not owed) 

When to Duplicate a pay record 

• If an employee has a rate of pay change 

• If an employee has a grade/ step increase 

• If an employee has an allocation change 

• If an employee moves from one position to another with the same pay code 

• If a record was entered incorrectly and retro is owed 

• If scheduled hours, days or FTE% change 
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Let’s Talk Dates 

To understand how these Effective Dated records work, it’s important to first understand the purpose of 
the various dates that appear in Employee Job/ Salary. The three dates we will be focusing on in this area 
include 

• Effective Date 

• Position Start/ End Dates 

• Pay Start/ End Dates 

Effective Date 

A good way to think of the Effective Date field is to see it as the point in time a pay has a major change. 
For a new hire employee, the Effective Date would typically be the date they are hired. If an employee 
receives a promotion, a new Effective Date would reflect that change etc. Pay records will not be 
generated into payroll until the Effective Date is reached.  We will be discussing how to properly use 
Effective Dates in more depth a little further in.  

 

 

The Effective Date in the above example shows that this pay record is effective between 1/1/19 and 
4/30/19.  
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Position Start/ End 

Position Start and End Dates relate directly to Position Control. This date range will determine when the 
employee is occupying the Position assigned on their Employee Job/ Salary record. 

 

The Position Start/ End Dates above show that the employee started occupying their position on 1/1/19 
and has the default end date of 12/31/9999.  

Pay Start/ End 

This date range is used in Payroll Processing and determines if this pay code will be include in payroll. The 
Start Date will typically be the start of the first payroll in which they are to be paid this code. The End 
Date would typically be set to the end date of the last payroll for that pay code.  
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The Pay Start/ End Dates on this record show that the employee would pull into payroll starting 1/1/19 
and would continue until an end date is set. 

Using Effective Dated Records 

Now that we have gone over what the different dates do, let’s see how you can use Effective Dated 
records to simplify your current practices. We’re going to cover several different scenarios where 
Effective Dates can be used and what the impact will be for each: 

• New Hire 

• Pay Change 

• Retro Pay Change 

• Termination 

• Position Change 

New Hire 

The first example we’ll dive into will also be the easiest. When entering a base pay for a new hire 
employee, the Effective Date will default to today’s date, but should typically be adjusted to reflect the 
employee’s first day of work.  
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In this example, you can see that the employee, Serra Mowry was hired 1/1/2020. They have an Effective 
Date reflecting when the employee is hired, Position start stating that they are filling the position as of 
1/1/20 and pay start of 1/1/20 which would include them in any payrolls on or after that date. The end 
dates of all these fields are set to 12/31/9999 by default since this employee currently has no plans of 
leaving.   

Pay Rate Change 

The next scenario we will address is an employee pay rate change within the same position. For this 
example, our employee, Serra Mowry will be moving from step 1 to step 2 as of 2/1/2020. To enter a pay 
change for an employee open Employee Job/Salary, search for their current pay record, then click 
Duplicate on the Munis Ribbon.  
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Upon duplication, the Effective Date is automatically highlighted. Enter the date that the pay change will 
go into effect and make any needed changes to Grade/ Step or the Pay Amounts area.  

 

Note that the Position Start/ End and Pay Start/ End dates do not change. This is because the employee 
isn’t changing Positions or Pay Codes, only the rate. This same process could be used for scheduled hour 
or day changes by adjusting the appropriate fields. 
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Once the record is saved, the original pay record will now have an effective end date of 1/31/2020 and 
will not appear in a Current Search. To look up a historical record, utilize one of these options: All, 
Historical, or Specific Date. There will be more on the search methods later in this document. 

 

 

 

GL Change 

In a situation where an employee is charged to a different GL account, we can use effective dated records 
to track the change. This will allow Munis to hold a complete history of which accounts were used for 
specific time frames and will allow these to change automatically when the effective date is reached. For 
this example, we will be moving AJ McKnight from allocation 22 to 1050 effective 3/1/2020. To begin this 
process first search for the employee’s current pay record and select the Duplicate option on the Munis 
Ribbon.  
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Start by setting the Effective Date to when the Account change takes place. Next you can update either 
the Allocation or the GL information to the appropriate account. 

 

Once you hit accept you will now have 2 records for that employees pay, one with the historical account 
and its effective dates and another with the new pay effective date and account.  

 

Retro Pay Change 

Sometimes events such as contract negotiations prevent pre-emptive pay changes, creating the need for 
retro pay. Prior to going to Employee Job/Salary, check that the Payroll Control Setting for “Enable Retro 
Pay Processing by Effective Date” is set to Y. Once enabled, go to Employee Job/Salary, search for an 
employee’s the Current pay record, then select the Duplicate option from the menu. For this example, 
the employee, Rodger, has already been paid with the 2/2/20 – 2/14/20 payroll but should have received 
a rate change on 2/1/20.  
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When the Duplicate screen opens, enter the date the change should have taken place in the Effective 
Date field (e.g. 2/1/2020).  Enter any other changes that apply to this instance (For this example Rodger is 
moving from Step 1 to Step 2). 
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When all changes have been made, click Accept. A pop-up will appear (see screenshot below), which will 
list payrolls the employee was included in after the Effective Date that was just applied. Clicking Continue 
will add any impacted pays within the payroll to the Process Retro Pay program (Included in Payroll 
Start/Status in Munis 2018.1+).  

  

Pay End 

To end a pay for a departing employee or pay that is discontinuing, begin the process by searching for the 
employee’s Current Job/ Salary records or Current individual Pay Code. Click Update and change the Pay 
End Date to the date the pay(s) should stop. Changing the base pay record will end for all the pays if the 
Payroll Control Settings are set to do so. For employees leaving a position, the Position End Date should 
also be populated. Do not delete or set the Pay Status to Inactive since these will interfere with Retro 
processing and State Reporting. In the below example this pay will end for Serra as of 2/29/2020.  
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Position Change 

Next we will address an employee who is changing Positions. Use Search to find the employee’s Current 
base pay record for the Position the employee is leaving. 

 

 Click Duplicate and enter the new Job Class, Position, Effective Date and salary information for the 
switch. For this example, the new Position start date will be 3/6/2020. 
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As long as the Primary Job/ Position flag is selected you will see the pop up below when you save your 
record. Selecting yes on this pop up will automatically end date the old Position information as of the day 
before the new Effective Date. 
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Searching Pay History 

One of the biggest impacts of using Effective Dated records is how history displays. From Employee Job/ 
Salary, when searching for a pay record you’ll now notice a Search Period where you can select Current, 
All, Historical, Future, or Specific Date. With this added functionality, pays can be searched by history 
(within Munis), at a specific point in time, or any future dated pays based on the Effective Date.  
NOTE: When searching if you do not see a record you are looking for, check the search period selected (I.E. 
All may show too much, Current may not show a pay code that ended last week).  

 

The following is an example of the history for an employee starting on 01/01/2020 and receiving a pay 
increase on 2/1/2020. You can see that the Effective Dates reflect the period in which these records are 
active.  
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Conclusion 

Effective dates are a beneficial addition to the Employee Job Salary program and following the above 
recommendations will help you get the most out of Munis. Using effective dates will provide a better pay 
history record for employees, assist with retro pay calculations and automate when changes should take 
place.  

 


